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Experimental studies have demonstrated that many small, single-domain
proteins fold via simple two-state kinetics. We present a ®rst principles
approach for predicting these experimentally determined folding rates.
Our approach is based on a nucleation-condensation folding mechanism,
where the rate-limiting step is a random, diffusive search for the native
tertiary topology. To estimate the rates of folding for various proteins via
this mechanism, we ®rst determine the probability of randomly sampling
a conformation with the native fold topology. Next, we convert these
probabilities into folding rates by estimating the rate that a protein
samples different topologies during diffusive folding. This topologysampling rate is calculated using the Einstein diffusion equation in conjunction with an experimentally determined intra-protein diffusion constant. We have applied our prediction method to the 21 topologically
distinct small proteins for which two-state rate data is available. For the
18 beta-sheet and mixed alpha-beta native proteins, we predict folding
rates within an average factor of 4, even though the experimental rates
vary by a factor of 4  104. Interestingly, the experimental folding rates
for the three four-helix bundle proteins are signi®cantly underestimated
by this approach, suggesting that proteins with signi®cant helical content
may fold by a faster, alternative mechanism. This method can be applied
to any protein for which the structure is known and hence can be used
to predict the folding rates of many proteins prior to experiment.
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One of the most important challenges in biology
is to understand the relationship between the
folded structure of a protein and its primary amino
acid sequence. Consequently, there has been great
interest in understanding how proteins fold. An
important advance in 1991 was the experimental
demonstration that stable intermediates were not
present in the fast folding of chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (Jackson & Fersht, 1991). Since then, two-state
folding rates for 20 more small (<120 residues),
topologically distinct proteins have been determined, providing suf®cient rate data to begin testing quantitative aspects of proposed folding
mechanisms (Jackson, 1998). Recently, Plaxco et al.
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1998b) reported a statistically signi®cant correlation between the natural log of the two-state folding rate, ln(kf), and a measure of the native state
topological complexity (contact order). This empirical observation suggests that the chemistry underlying the folding of simple, single-domain proteins
may be universal, implying that a single mechanistic model might quantitatively account for the
observed folding rates.
We recently proposed the Topomer-Sampling
Model (TSM) of protein folding, wherein proteins
fold by a two-state mechanism consisting of (Debe
et al., 1999a):
(i) Topomer diffusion: random, diffusive
sampling to ®nd the native topomer (topomers are
tubes of topologically equivalent conformations),
followed by
(ii) Intra-topomer ordering: non-random, local
conformational changes within the native topology
to ®nd the unique native state.
# 1999 Academic Press
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Assuming step (i) represents the rate-limiting
step in folding, the TSM folding rate is given by:
kf  P Ntop  ktop

1

where P(Ntop) is the probability of randomly
sampling a structure with the native tertiary topology (i.e. a structure in the native topomer), and
ktop is the rate at which a protein samples different
tertiary topologies as it folds (see (Debe et al.,
1999a, for a precise de®nition of native tertiary topology in this context). Previously, we developed a
method to determine the total number of topomers, SN, for a protein of length N, allowing us to
estimate P(Ntop)  (SN)ÿ1. Using this value of
P(Ntop) in equation (1), we estimated that the rate
for the topomer diffusion step (i) is 10 sÿ1 for a
100-residue protein. This was an encouraging
result, since this calculated rate is similar to experimentally observed folding rates. However, this
calculation assumed that all topologies for a protein of length N have an equal probability of being
sampled, and thus the predicted folding rate did
not depend on the structure of the native fold. We
now propose a quantitative ®rst principles
approach for predicting folding rates of speci®c
proteins, where the probability of sampling the
native topology is explicitly calculated from the
native protein structure. This approach accurately
predicts the folding rates of beta-sheet and mixed
alpha-beta proteins.
We estimate P(Ntop) for a speci®c, native protein
structure as follows. Consider choosing m contacts
(residue pairs whose alpha-carbons are within
Ê ) uniformly distributed throughout the pro8 A
tein structure. Given these m contacts, we may
write,
P Ntop  P m  P Ntopjm;

2

where P(m) is the probability of forming the m contacts, and P(Ntop j m) is the conditional probability
of sampling the native topology when the m contacts are satis®ed. We will focus on solving the
terms in equation (2) to determine P(Ntop) for a
native protein structure.
The determination of P(m) is not trivial, since the
probability of forming various inter-residue contacts in a protein depends on the location of these
contacts along the protein sequence. For contact
pairs that overlap in the sequence, the probability
of forming one contact pair is in¯uenced by the
presence of the other contact, and thus the correlation between contact pairs must be considered
while determining P(m). Flory determined P(m) for
an average polymer of length N with m arbitrary
cross-links (the mean ®eld approximation) (Flory,
1956). This mean ®eld result has also been obtained
using replica calculations (Gutin & Shaklinovich,
1994). Less progress has been made determining
P(m) for a particular set of m contacts (no mean
®eld approximation). Chan & Dill (1990) have
determined correlation functions for up to three

overlapping contacts with a non-arbitrary sequence
separation using a cubic lattice polymer representation. However, P(m) has not been determined for
speci®c protein or polymer contact con®gurations
for m > 3.
We determine P(m) as follows. Let P(1) be the
probability of sampling a conformation that
satis®es one of the m speci®ed contacts. Then P(m)
can be written as:
P m  P mj1  P 1;

3

where P(mj1) is the conditional probability of
sampling a conformation that satis®es all m contacts when one of the contacts is already satis®ed.
Similarly, the ®rst term in equation (3) can be written as:
P mj1  P mj2  P 2j1:

4

By recursion, it follows that:
P m P mjm ÿ 1  P m ÿ 1jm ÿ 2
 . . .  P 2j1  P 1

5

The individual probability terms in equation (5)
can be solved using the Restrained Generic Protein
(RGP) Direct Monte Carlo Method (Debe et al.,
1999b). The RGP method is a fast computational
procedure for generating large ensembles of selfavoiding, off-lattice (ball-and-stick; Levitt, 1976)
protein conformations that comply with a set of
user-de®ned inter-residue distance restraints. The
term P(1) in equation (5) is given by the probability
of satisfying one (or more) of the m contacts in an
unrestrained RGP ensemble of protein conformations. The next term, P(2j1), is given by the
probability of satisfying two (or more) of the m contacts in an ensemble of conformations that already
comply with the inter-residue contacts that were
satis®ed during the determination of P(1). Hence,
the i (or more) contacts satis®ed in the conformations during the determination of P(iji ÿ 1) are
saved and used as inter-residue restraints to be satis®ed by the conformations generated during the
determination of P(i  1 j i). Each term in equation
(5) can be determined by this approach, yielding
P(m).
Once P(m) is determined, the remaining term
required to solve for P(Ntop) by equation (2) is
P(Ntopjm), the probability of sampling the native
topology when the m contacts are satis®ed. P(Ntop
jm) is determined by generating RGP conformations that satisfy all m contacts and using the
Native Topomer Test Procedure (Debe et al., 1999a)
to determine the fraction of the conformations possessing the native tertiary topology.
Thus, P(Ntop) can be calculated according to
equation (2). The predicted rate of folding is computed using equation (1), where ktop is the rate a
protein samples different topologies as it folds. We
take this as the inverse of the time, ttop, to diffuse
from one topology to the next, approximated by
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the Einstein diffusion equation (Einstein, 1905):
ktop  ttop ÿ1  x 2 =6Dÿ1

6

where x is the average CRMS distance between
two neighboring topologies for a protein of length
N as from our previous calculations (xa  b(N)1/3,
where a  ÿ4.12; b  2.61; Debe et al., 1999a), and
D  5  10ÿ7 cm2/s is an experimentally determined intra-protein diffusion constant (Hagen et al.,
1996). While the Einstein diffusion equation is certainly an approximation for a ®nite, constrained
system such as a protein, the proportionality t / x2
has been shown to hold for proteins using molecular dynamics (see for example, trajectories 11 and
16 in Figure 2(a) of Lazaridis & Karplus, 1997).
Furthermore, since (xN  100/xN  50)2  2, the variation in predicted folding rates is dominated by
the P(Ntop) term in equation (1), not by ktop.
Hence, we expect that deviations from ideal diffusive behavior and chain length scaling errors do
not signi®cantly affect the rate predictions.
We refer to the overall procedure outlined above
as the Native Topology Probability (NTP) method.
Table 1 shows the predicted and experimental rate
data for the 21 small proteins whose two-state folding rates have been determined. Figure 1 compares
the experimentally determined ln(kf) versus the predicted ln(kf) for the set of 18 topologically distinct,
beta-sheet and mixed alpha-beta proteins. The linear ®t has a signi®cant correlation (R  0.78), corresponding to an average prediction error of
e1.3  3.7. This is similar to the error in rate,
e1.0  2.7 arising from sequence changes in ®ve
structurally homologous protein families for which
there is suf®cient rate data (vertical error bars).
Thus, the NTP method accurately predicts the general, sequence-independent rate for alpha-beta and
beta protein folding.
The NTP procedure considerably underestimates
the folding kinetics for the three a-helical bundle
proteins (Table 1), where ln(kexp) exceeds ln(kpred)
by e6.6  735, e3.8  45, and e2.8  16. We expect that
sequence-local helical conformational biases probably cause these helical proteins to fold faster via a
diffusion collision mechanism (Karplus & Weaver,
1976). Future work will focus on understanding
the amount of early helix formation required to
produce the observed helical bundle folding rates.
The NTP rate predictions are based on the
mechanistic assumption that the rate-limiting step
in protein folding is a random, diffusive search for
the native topology (Debe et al., 1999a). Thus we
assume a nucleation-condensation mechanism
(Fersht, 1995), where the transition-state required
for condensation to the native state is the set of
structures having the same tertiary topology as the
native state. This is similar to the transition-state
picture developed by the Fersht group from CI2
protein engineering studies (Itzhaki et al., 1995).
The accuracy of our ®rst principles predicted rates
provides evidence in favor of this nucleationcondensation mechanism. Furthermore, our calcu-

Figure 1. Experimental folding rate versus predicted
folding rate for all 18 alpha-beta (*) and beta (~)
proteins for which there is rate data (Table 1). Over this
data set the average error in the predicted rate is
e1.3  3.7 (R  0.78; R  0.87 for the ®t excluding the outlier U1A/S6). The vertical error bars show the average
error due to sequence changes across ®ve structurally
homologous families (average error is e1.0  2.7). The
horizontal error bar represents the average error in the
NTP rate predictions, e0.5  1.6. The predicted folding
rates were calculated from equation (1). P(Ntop) in
equation (1) was determined using equation (2). The
term P(m) in equation (2) was determined from the
individual terms of the form P(i  1ji) in equation (5).
These terms were determined from ensembles of protein
conformations generated by the RGP method (see the
text). The radius of gyration (Rg) of the RGP conformations used in the determination of each P(i  1ji)
term was limited to Rgmin < Rg < 2Rgmin, where
Rgmin  ÿ 1.26  2.79(N)1/3 (Maiorov & Crippen, 1995).
This ensured that overly compact and non-compact
conformations would not be considered. Inter-residue
contacts were considered satis®ed if their alpha-carbons
Ê . 200 conformations were generated
were within 9.5 A
for each P(i  1ji) determination. P(i  1ji) was typically
0.2, yielding 40 conformations out of the 200 that satis®ed i  1 or more contacts. The 40 sets of contacts
satis®ed during the determination of P(i  1ji) were
saved and used during the determination of P(i  2j
i  1). 200 new conformations were grown to determine
P(i  2 j i  1), so that on average, each of the 40
different constraint sets was used to grow ®ve of the
new conformations (the algorithm cycles through the
restraint sets in the order they were originally generated). Note that during the determination of P(i  1 j i),
more than i  1 contacts can be satis®ed, for example
i  3. In this case, all i  3 contacts are saved and used
as restraints in the determination of the next probabilities, so that i  2 and i  3 contacts are necessarily satis®ed when this contact set is used in the determination
of P(i  2 j i  1) and P(i  3 j i  2), respectively. Note
Ê is the only adjustable
that the contact distance of 9.5 A
parameter in our model and is the same for all of the
Ê was chosen so
proteins considered. A distance of 9.5 A
that the calculated P(Ntop) values result in ln(kf) predictions of the appropriate magnitude.
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Table 1. Predicted and experimentally determined kinetic data for the 21 small, single domain, topologically distinct
proteins (and protein families) that have been characterized
Protein
a Proteins
Monomeric
l-repressora
ACBPb
Im9c
b Proteins
Tendamistatd
Cold shock protein
(A and B)e
SH3 domain
(a-spectrin, src,
fyn)f
SH3 domain
(Pl3 kinase)g
Twitchinh
9
FN-III and Tenascin
(short and long)i
a/b Proteins
Protein G B1
domainj
CI2k
ADAh2l
Arc repressorm
Ubiquitin
(Val26 ! Ala)n
IgG binding domain
of protein Lo
Hprp
FKBP12q
AcP (Muscle and
common type)r
C-terminal domain
of protein L9s
N-terminal domain
of protein L9t
Spliceosomal U1A
and ribosomal S6u

PDB Code

Length

Pred. lnkf

Pred. s

No. Exp.

Exp. lnkf

Exp. s

1LMB

80

3.67

0.52

3M

10.23

1.26

2ABD
1IMQ

86
86

2.84
4.47

1.59
0.74

4H
1

6.62
7.31

1.04
-

2AIT
1CSP
1MJC
1TUD
1NYF

74
67
69
64
67

3.60
4.73

0.13
0.83

4.20
6.04

0.72

4.51

0.24

1
4H
3M
3H

3.45

1.22

1PKS

84

1.92

0.06

1

ÿ1.05

-

1WIT
1FNF
1TEN

93
90
92

0.43
0.70

0.98
0.67

1
2H

0.41
0.26

1.18

2GB1

56

5.23

0.26

2M

6.26

0.60

1COA
1PBA
1ARR
1UBQ

64
80
53
76

3.80
3.54
9.01
3.71

0.58
0.46
0.51
0.27

90M
1
1
1

3.51
6.80
9.27
4.63

0.86
-

2PTL

62

3.94

0.47

10M

4.22

0.64

1HDN
1FKB
1APS

85
107
98

3.20
ÿ1.00
ÿ2.35

1.06
0.45
0.16

1
1
2H

2.70
1.46
ÿ0.42

1.05

1DIV

93

1.15

1.00

1

1.15

-

1DIV

56

7.69

0.24

1

6.58

-

1URN
1RIS

102

ÿ0.04

0.56

2T

5.73

0.09

The predicted folding rates have an average uncertainty of e0.5  1.6, based on calculations using at least two different sets of
contacts to determine P(m) and P(Ntopjm) for each protein (the contacts sets used for each protein are given in Supplemental
Tables 1-1 through 1-21). Column 6 lists the number and type of experiments that have been done on structurally homologous proteins of different sequence (M denotes point mutation experiments; H denotes homologous sequence experiments; T denotes experiments on proteins that are structural, but not sequence homologs). Such experiments estimate the extent that sequence-speci®c
effects in¯uence the folding rate.
a
Huang & Oas (1995); Burton et al. (1996); Ghaemmaghami et al. (1998).
b
Kragelund et al. (1995), (1996).
c
Ferguson et al. (1999).
d
Schonbrunner et al. (1997).
e
Schindler et al. (1995); Perl et al. (1998); Reid et al. (1998).
f
Viguera et al. (l994), (l996); Grantcharova & Baker (1997); Plaxco et al. (1998a).
g
Guijarro et al. (1998).
h
S. J. Hamill, unpublished observations. Data from Jackson (1998).
i
Plaxco et al. (1997); Clarke et al. (1997); Hamill et al. (1998).
j
Smith et al. (1996).
k
Jackson & Fersht (1991); Itzhaki et al. (1995); Ladurner et al. (1998).
l
Villegas et al. (1995).
m
Robinson & Sauer (1996).
n
Khorasanizadeh et al. (1996).
o
Scalley et al. (1997).
p
Van Nuland et al. (1998a).
q
S. E. Jackson, unpublished observations. Data from Jackson (1998).
r
van Nuland et al. 1998a; Taddei et al. (1999).
s
Sato et al. (1999).
t
Kuhlman et al. (1998).
u
Silow & Oliveberg, (1997); Otzen et al. (1999).

lations demonstrate how a nucleation-condensation
mechanism accounts for the inverse relationship
between folding rate and solvent viscosity recently

observed for three small, two-state folding proteins
(Jacob et al., 1997; Plaxco & Baker, 1998;
Bhattacharyya & Sosnick, 1999). This relationship
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is directly implied in our model by equation (6)
given the inverse proportionality between the diffusion constant and solvent viscosity in Stokes'
Law.
We did not include any information about the
stability of the native fold to accurately predict
folding rates. Thus, we do not expect that stability
is a primary factor in determining the folding rate
(Plaxco et al., 1998b). However, a correlation could
exist between native stability and folding rate for
structurally homologous protein families (Plaxco
et al., 1998a). This correlation could arise from stabilizing sequence changes that increase the probability of trapping the protein once it has diffused
into its native topomer.
The NTP predictions provide a useful framework for understanding factors that can change
folding kinetics. The predicted folding rate is
equivalent to the rate of randomly sampling a conformation in the transition-state ensemble. Thus,
the folding rate is directly related to the dif®culty
of ®nding a conformation that can quickly condense to the native state. As the transition-state
becomes more native-like (referred to as a tight
transition state), the dif®culty of ®nding a structure
in the transition-state increases, and the folding
rate decreases unless there is a mechanism to aid
the search for a transition-state structure. Similarly,
as the transition-state becomes less native-like (a
loose transition state), the folding rate is expected
to increase. Folding kinetics can also be affected by
a change in the number of topologies that are
available to the folding peptide. Faster folding
rates might arise from sequence-speci®c conformation biases, such as helical formation, which
could preclude a protein from sampling a signi®cant fraction of its possible topologies.
Careful examination of Figure 1 reveals that the
NTP procedure accurately predicts the folding
rates of all reported two-state beta-sheet and
mixed alpha-beta proteins, with only one exception. The exception is spliceosomal protein UIA
(and its recently characterized structural homolog
ribosomal protein S6), which folds some e5.8  330
times more rapidly than predicted by the NTP
method. U1A and S6 are quite long for two-state
folding proteins (102 and 101 residues, respectively) and exhibit exceptional folding behavior, in
that the log(kunfold) versus denaturant concentration
and log(kfold) versus denaturant plots exhibit equal
and opposite curvature in many of the mutants
studied (Silow & Oliveberg, 1997; Otzen et al.,
1999). This curvature is interpreted by Silow and
Oliveberg to imply that there is a change in the
position of the folding transition-state with denaturant concentration (many of the mutants exhibit
a very loose folding transition state in water,
which qualitatively implies they should indeed
fold faster than the NTP procedure predicts).
Removing U1A/S6 from our data set on these
grounds greatly improves the overall correlation
(R  0.87), corresponding to an average prediction
error of e1.1  3.0.

The NTP predictions apply to single domain
proteins with single folding nuclei. Similar estimates can be made for multiple domain proteins if
the nucleus formation events for different domains
are independent (indeed, this assumption was
used to predict the folding rates for the Arc repressor and the C-terminal domain of protein L9).
Based on our previous estimates, we expect that
single domain proteins longer than 120 residues
require more than a second to fold by a topomer
sampling mechanism (Debe et al., 1999a), which
would expose them to proteolysis in vivo. Possibly,
the mechanisms that speed up the folding kinetics
in alpha-helical proteins and the U1A/S6 family
also allow protein domains beyond 120 residues
to fold on the shorter time scale appropriate for
in vivo folding. Strong local structure propensities
(Baldwin, 1993), early helix formation (Viguera
et al., 1997), and beta sheet inducing mechanisms
such as glycosylation (O'Connor & Imperiali, 1998)
are likely to play an important role during the
in vivo folding of large protein domains.
To predict the folding rates for speci®c native
proteins, we have developed a procedure for determining the probability of satisfying a speci®c set of
contacts in a native protein structure. In addition
to accurate rate prediction, our method explains
the observed dependence of folding rate on solvent
viscosity and provides a satisfying structural de®nition of the folding transition-state that correlates
well with a nucleation-condensation picture of
folding. Our approach is quite different from correlated energy landscape (Plotkin et al., 1996) and
free energy functional (Shoemaker et al., 1999) folding theories, which use mean-®eld approximations
to estimate the conformational entropy. Our
approach avoids a mean-®eld treatment of contact
probability, allowing it to be applied to native proteins very easily. However, unlike these theories,
our method lacks any quantitative estimate of the
enthalpy of various conformations (often given by
the interaction energies of various contacts in other
folding models (Miyazawa & Jernigan, 1985)).
Future work will seek to merge our approach into
a theoretical framework that allows free energies to
be estimated. We expect that our calculations can
be used to tune the entropy estimates in mean-®eld
approaches to speci®c native proteins (possibly
using an interpolation between mean-®eld and
speci®c
contact
probability
formulations
(Shoemaker et al., 1999)), leading to uni®ed theories
that yield approximate free energy estimates simultaneously with accurate, experimentally veri®able
rate predictions.
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